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In loving memory of Andy Rios and Greg Willard

When we lost Andy Rios in 2007, I vowed that he would always be a part of this tournament. I can say the same 
thing for our friend, Greg Willard, who we lost in 2013. Both Andy and Greg epitomized what it meant to be a 
great referee, but more importantly, they were better people. Their dedication to this tournament was evident 
in the many years that they gave us as officials and supporters of this event. Their hard work and their integrity 
on and off the court are evidenced in the many friends they had and the many that still talk about them today.

AndyAndy Rios worked this tournament for 27 years before he passed away and he still is a huge part of this 
tournament. Our officials still tell “Andy Rios” stories that bring us to tears every year. Andy was an elementary 
school principal and always had a smile on his face, a quip to make you laugh and he carried the heart of a 
champion. He worked various Division I conferences, but never acted like he was too good to work our 
tournament or work with one of our young officials.

GregGreg was a man of character and I will always be grateful for the many years he offered his services to our 
tournament. He worked as NBA official for 24 years and was considered one of the best, but always found the 
time to spend a few days with us. A nice quality about Greg was that he was always willing to officiate with less 
experienced officials so that he could help with their journey as an official. He was a selfless man and I am 
proud to call him my friend.

ItIt is my hope that this tribute will remind you of the many friends and family we have all lost in the 37 years of 
this tournament. Players, sponsors and fans of this tournament have moved on from this life, not to mention 
many of our family members.

While they are all missed, they will all never be forgotten.
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ATSA Congratulates Tommy Nuñez for 37 
years of hosting the National Hispanic 
Basketball Classic. We also Commend him 
for his continued commitment and support 
of disadvantage and at-risk youth.
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